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Abstract 

ZnO is a wide band gap semiconductor with unique optical, electrical, magnetic 

and thermal properties. The major road block for the fabrication of ZnO based 

optoelectronic devices is the difficulty of achieving high and stable p-type conduction in 

ZnO. Highly conductive n-type ZnO materials are obtained easily with extrinsic dopants. 

Most of the p-type and n-type ZnO materials reported in literature were produced by the 

standard procedure of uniform doping. In the literature, delta doping technique has 

enhanced p-type conduction in wide band semiconductors like GaN, AlGaN and ZnSe as 

compared to uniform doping method. There are few reports about delta doped n-type 

ZnO materials. The goal of this study is to obtain reliable and highly p-type conductive 

ZnO through delta doping and to investigate the difference of p-type and n-type 

conductivities in delta and uniform doped p-type and n-type ZnO films. 

The properties of p-type and n-type ZnO thin films doped with acceptors (lithium 

and phosphorous) and donor (aluminum) have been characterized. All the films were 

prepared on sapphire substrates by rf (radio frequency) magnetron sputtering. Uniform 

doping of the films was accomplished by simultaneous sputtering from ZnO and Li3PO4 

targets for p-type doping and from ZnO and Al targets for n-type doping. For delta 

doping, the deposition from Li3PO4 or Al targets was interrupted periodically. Hall effect 

measurements on O2 annealed p-type films revealed p-type conductivities with an 

average Hall concentration of 3.76 x 1013 cm-3 in uniform doped film and 1.3 x 1016 cm-3 

in delta doped films. The as-grown delta doped n-type film exhibited an average Hall 

concentration of 2.79 x 1019  cm-3 whereas uniform doped n-type film showed an average 

concentration of 1.82 x 1018 cm-3. The electrical conductivity in n-type films was 
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enhanced upon annealing in (N2 + O2) gas ambient. X-ray diffraction scans indicated that 

the crystal quality of delta and uniform doped p-type and n-type films improved 

significantly after annealing. The low temperature (12 K) photoluminescence (PL) scan 

results revealed the presence of more defects in uniform doped n-type films than in delta 

doped n-type films. The PL scan on p-type films showed an acceptor-related 

luminescence peak at 3.35 eV which is due to the transition from exciton bound to a 

neutral acceptor. 
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Chapter 1 

Characteristics of ZnO 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a very versatile material and belongs to the II-VI group in the 

periodic table. It exists in nature as mineral zincite. Its wide band gap of 3.4 eV and a 

large exciton binding energy of 60 meV at room temperature make it a promising 

semiconductor material for blue and ultra violet optical devices [1]. The rediscovery of 

ZnO and its potential applications in the 1950s have made it to undergo an intensive 

research. Discovery of good piezoelectric properties of ZnO in the year 1960 have led to 

its first application in the electronics field as a thin layer for surface acoustic waves [2].   

ZnO has wide range of applications such as solar cells, piezoelectric transducers, 

varistors and sensors [1]. In the 1960s, several research studies have been conducted on 

ZnO fundamental properties such as energy band gap, electron and hole effective masses, 

and electrical transport properties. In 1965 Au Schottky barrier was made with ZnO and 

LEDs were demonstrated in 1967 [2]. Up to 1970s doping of impurities into ZnO has 

been studied [2]. From the1980s, the interest in ZnO has been decreasing due to the 

difficulty of achieving stable and high p-type conduction in ZnO [3]. Without good p-

type ZnO materials, device development using ZnO will be greatly hampered. All the 

issues regarding p-type conduction in ZnO have been discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 
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Table 1 Properties of wurtzite ZnO [from ref 5]. 

                       Property                                     Value 

Molecular formula ZnO 

Molar mass 81.4084 g/mol 

Appearance Amorphous white or yellowish white powder. 

Hole mobility (at 300 K) 5-50 cm2/V.sec 

Density 5.606 g/cm3  
 

Melting point 1975 oC 

Boiling point 2360 oC 

Solubility in water 0.16 mg/100 mL 

Refractive index 2.0041 

Lattice constants ao =   0.32469 Å   co = 0.52069 Å 

Relative dielectric constant 8.66 

Energy gap 3.4 eV  

Intrinsic carrier concentration < 106/cc 

Exciton binding energy 60 meV 

Electron effective mass 0.24 mo 

Electron mobility (at 300 K) 200 cm2/V-sec 

Hole effective mass 0.59 mo 
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As-grown (undoped) ZnO is usually an n-type material. Initially this property was 

attributed to ZnO native defects such as oxygen vacancies (VO) and zinc interstitials 

(Zni). Later it was realized through experiments and theory that oxygen vacancies are 

deep donors and zinc interstitials are unstable at room temperature, so they don’t 

contribute for a considerable amount of n-type conductivity in ZnO [6].  

Through first principal calculations Janotti and Van de walle showed that 

hydrogen atoms can fill the substitutional O sites and behave like shallow donors, which 

are responsible for the significant n-type conductivity in as-grown ZnO [7]. This 

statement holds true because hydrogen is present in all the growth methods and can 

diffuse easily into ZnO because of its high mobility [8]. The current carried in a doped 

ZnO can be a hole or electron current, which is determined by the dopants that account 

for the electrical properties in ZnO. The highest n-type conductivity achieved was 1021 

electrons cm-3 [8] and largest reported p-type conductivity was 1019 holes cm-3, but such 

high levels of p-type doping are questionable and have not been experimentally verified 

[1]. A detailed explanation of p-type and n-type conductivity in ZnO is given in the 

Chapter 2.      

1.3 Transparency 

ZnO is transparent to visible light and belongs to the group of the transparent 

conductive oxides (TCOs), which also includes indium tin oxide (ITO) and tin oxide. 

Due to high conductivity and high transparency (transmittance > 85%), TCOs can be 

used as transparent electrodes for liquid crystal displays (LCDs), organic light-emitting 
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diodes (OLEDs) and photovoltaic solar cells. ZnO dominates other TCOs in terms of low 

cost, higher conductivity (in case of tin oxide) and ease of etching (ITO) [9].  

ZnO is drawing attention as replacement for ITO in LCDs because of the low cost 

of Zn metal and high cost, scarcity of indium. A research has been carried out to replace 

the opaque amorphous silicon (a-Si) in active matrix liquid crystal displays (AMLCDs) 

and AMOLEDs backplanes with ZnO based transparent thin-film select transistors 

(TTFTs). The study revealed that ZnO TTFTs has several advantages over conventional 

a-Si TFTs namely reduction of the gate voltage and higher channel mobility, device 

stability, on-to-off ratio > 106, transparency, low cost and low temperature processing [9]. 

The progress of transparent electronics depends upon the quality and processing of both 

n- and p- type materials.            

1.4 Luminescence properties  

 
Figure 2 PL spectrum of undoped ZnO [ from ref 10]. 
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The sharp band edge luminescence peak at 3.36 eV is attributed to emission from 

the neutral donor bound exciton (DOX) transition. The origin of donor responsible for this 

transition is still in debate.  

The broad emission peak below 2.7 eV is the green luminescence band. Through 

optically detected magnetic resonance technique (ODMR), it was found out that neutral 

oxygen vacancy (VO) in the undoped ZnO was responsible for the green band emission. 

In the ODMR experiment the undoped ZnO was exposed to light. This led to the 

transistion of two electrons of oxygen vacancy from ground state to an excited singlet 

state s=0 and relax at triplet state s=1. This resulted in the emission of green 

luminescence band which has maximun intensity at a peak value of 2.45 eV and is shown 

in Figure 2 [10].     

1.5 Summary of current processing techniques 

The epitaxial growth techniques of ZnO thin films have been studied with an 

interest in its potential applications such as acoustical and optical devices. The ZnO thin 

films are grown on different substrates in addition to glass, sapphire and diamond 

because of its strong (001) orientation with the substrate surfaces. Most of the epitaxial 

growth of ZnO is carried out on sapphire, which has advantages of low cost and 

availability in bulk quantities [8].  

Advanced growth techniques used for the ZnO epitaxial growth are: 

1. Radio frequency sputtering (RF Sputtering) 

2. Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 

3. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
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4. Pulse laser deposition (PLD) 

5. Physical vapor transport (PVT) 

6. Vapor phase transport (VPT) 

The advantages of RF sputtering and MBE include the delivery of high quality 

ZnO thin films and a control over the growth of ZnO epitaxial layers. CVD is a standard 

technique used by the industries for the production of high quality ZnO thin films. PVT 

method was initially used for the bulk growth of ZnO thin films and is currently used for 

epitaxial growth. VPT is an economical technique used for the fabrication of superior 

quality ZnO nanostructures and bulk crystals on a large scale [11].  PLD and MBE can be 

used for the deposition of good quality ZnO thin films at lower growth temperatures than 

GaN. This leads to the fabrication of electronic devices at low cost.  

The above mentioned advanced epitaxial growth techniques occasionally give 

room for unintentional impurities during the growth of ZnO. The impurities also include 

deep level defects which may arise due to native ZnO defects or contamination of growth 

environment. These defects also create deep energy levels within the forbidden band gap 

of ZnO and act as trap centers for the carriers in the material [12]. This results in the 

deterioration of ZnO electrical properties. The widely used growth techniques are MBE, 

PLD and RF sputtering.   

1.6 Advantages  

In today’s world, GaN is one of the most extensively used material for the 

applications of high power, high frequency, blue lasers and UV-LED devices. ZnO has 

several advantages over GaN, which makes it possible to consider ZnO as a replacement 
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for GaN in order to have a much better performance in the current electronic devices. The 

advantages are explained as follows.  

ZnO has better radiation resistance than GaN. This makes it a suitable material for 

space and nuclear applications [1]. Its saturation velocity of 3x107 cm/s is much larger 

than GaN, This enables the fabrication of fast electronic and optoelectronic devices. ZnO 

exciton binding energy (60 meV) is much larger than that of GaN (25meV), this should 

result in the production of UV sources with higher brightness and low power thresholds 

at room temperature [13]. Its very high break down electric field of 2x106 V/cm is about 

two times higher than that of GaN and makes it more favorable to operate ZnO based 

devices at higher voltages and powers.  

 1.7 Applications 

ZnO is an attractive material for gas sensors, piezo-electronic devices and 

transparent high power electronics [1]. ZnO nano size biosensors have been used to 

detect different biological molecules. ZnO based gas sensors have a potential ability of 

detecting gas molecules like NO2, NH3, NH4, CO, H2, H2O, O3 and C2H5OH. ZnO has 

been used successfully in thin film piezoelectric devices like bulk acoustic wave, surface 

acoustic wave (SAW) resonators, filters, sensors and micro mechanical systems. One of 

the most important potential application is the saw filter which is an important 

component in TV filters and wireless communication systems. ZnO based saw filters 

were used for UV photo detection, gas and biochemical sensing [14].  

ZnO nano wires are attractive for the nano scale devices such as LED’s, laser’s, 

photo detectors, chemical/biosensor and saw devices because of their interesting 
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properties like good charge carrier transport and high crystalline quality. In comparison 

with GaN, The growth of ZnO large crystals can be achieved relatively easily. It is less 

toxic and has a lower impact on the environment [14]. ZnO serves as a dietary 

supplement in animal food and it can be used in many materials like facial powders, 

ointments, sunscreens, catalysts, lubricant additives, paint pigmentation, rubber and 

batteries [1]. Figure 3 shows the applications of ZnO in various fields. 

 

Figure 3 Applications of ZnO [from ref 15]. 
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Chapter 2 

Doping in ZnO 

 

2.1 Doping 

            The process of adding other material to the crystal of intrinsic semiconductors to 

improve its conductivity is called doping. Wide band gap semiconductors exhibit strong 

preference for one type of doping for example ZnO, GaN, CdS, ZnS and ZnSe can be 

doped easily to n-type, while p-type doping is a problem and they have their valence band 

far from the energetic position of the vacuum level. P-type doping in ZnTe, CdTe and 

diamond is achieved easily and n-type doping is difficult [8].  

 Dopants in semiconductors are classified into two types based on their energy 

levels. Deep dopants are those which occupy the energy levels far from either conduction 

or valence band and require very high thermal energy to get ionized whereas shallow 

dopants need less energy to get ionized. The detailed analysis of doping in ZnO is carried 

out in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.     

2.1.1 p-type doping and its difficulty 

Lack of high quality p-type ZnO material is a major road block to its 

development. The main reason for this is the unstable behavior of p-type conductivity in 

ZnO which could be due to the compensation of its p-type dopants by low energy native 

defects, such as Zni or VO or H impurities [8].  
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There have been many reports about switching of conductivity (p-type to n-type) 

in p-type ZnO films within a matter of days. Apart from compensation problems, it was 

proposed that the low solubility of p-type dopants in ZnO and precipitate formation were 

also the possible causes for the unstable conductivity in p-type ZnO films [8]. Group V 

and group I elements are the p-type dopants in ZnO and their role in ZnO is explained as 

follows.     

2.1.1.1 Group-V acceptors  

Among the group V elements, nitrogen is the most promising acceptor for 

producing p-type ZnO because its ionic radii (1.68 Å) is close to oxygen ionic radii (1.38 

Å) as compared to arsenic (2.22 Å) phosphorous (2.12 Å) and antimony (2.45 Å). 

However, recent experimental investigations have shown that NO is a deep acceptor in 

ZnO with a large ionization energy of 1.3 eV [16]. Nitrogen acceptors may get 

compensated by defects such as O-vacancies, complexes with Zinc interstitials or N2 

molecules [17].  

Through first principal pseudo-potential calculations Lee et al. [18, 20] found out 

four possible compensation mechanisms for nitrogen acceptor in ZnO using N2 as N 

source. They were (a) N-acceptor-Zn-antisite complex (b) N2 molecule at an O site (c) 

split-interstitial-Oi complex (d) N-acceptor-Zn-interstitial complex. It was shown that the 

N acceptors were mainly compensated by oxygen vacancies at low N concentrations, 

while at high concentrations of N, N-acceptor-Zn-antisite complexes were the major 

compensating defects. There are many reports of unstable p-type conductivity in nitrogen 

doped ZnO films for example ZnO: N films grown on glass through sputtering showed p-
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type conductivity, which reverted to n-type after repeated measurements in the dark and 

returned back to p-type only after exposure to light.  

First principle calculations predicted that substitutional P at an O site is a deep 

acceptor because of its large ionic radius as compared to O and has high ionization 

energy of 0.62 eV. This makes it impossible to achieve efficient p-type doping in ZnO 

with PO. Under zinc rich growth conditions, dominant donors like PZn compensate the Po 

acceptors leading to n-type conduction in ZnO. The first-principle pseudo potential 

calculations revealed that p-type ZnO can be achieved in O-rich growth conditions and 

VZn defects are the favorable acceptors in phosphorous doped ZnO films grown using 

P2O5 source, while PZn-2VZn complex account for p-type conductivity in ZnO films 

fabricated using Zn3P2 source [19]. 

 Arsenic has large mismatch of ionic radii of As3- with O2- and most of the As 

atoms stay on the Zn site. This makes arsenic as ineffective acceptor in ZnO. However, 

with the analysis of PL spectrum data of As doped ZnO grown on GaAs, it was predicted 

that the AsZn – 2VZn complexes are shallow acceptors in p-type ZnO: As films and have 

ionization energy of 0.15eV [20]. Based on the first principles computations, it was 

proposed that SbZn – 2VZn complexes are shallow acceptors and are responsible for p-type 

conductivity in ZnO: Sb films [21].   

2.1.1.2 Group-I acceptors 

 First principal calculations showed that the Group-I impurities such as Li and Na 

are shallow acceptors in ZnO. The calculated ionization energies by Park et al. were 

0.09eV for substitutional LiZn, 0.17eV for NaZn and 0.3eV for KZn [22].  
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Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements showed that LiZn atoms 

cause a serious relaxation among the neighboring O atoms. The exposure of ZnO: Li 

films to light at low temperatures causes the excitation of hole, which gets trapped on 

some of the oxygen atoms along the C axis and has energy lower than the non-axial sites 

[17].  Lii and Nai act as electron donors and compensate the LiZn and NaZn acceptors to a 

large extent. Thus Li and Na interstitial impurities should be eliminated in order to 

achieve a reliable p-type ZnO.  

2.1.2 n-type doping  

n-type doped ZnO films are the most promising transparent conductive oxides 

(TCOs) to be used as transparent electrodes in different applications.  ZnO can be doped 

n-type easily compared to p-type doping. The n-type dopants that can be used are group 

III elements Al, Ga and In, group IV elements Si, Ge and Sn, group VII elements Cl and 

F that can substitute for oxygen and rare earth metals Sc and Y. Group III elements are 

the preferred substitutional elements for Zn because of their low vapor pressures as 

compared with group VII elements [8]. Table 2 shows minimum resistivity and 

maximum carrier concentration obtained (from literature [8]) for ZnO films doped with 

various impurities 

As the bond length of In-O (2.1 Å) is greater than the Zn-O (1.97 Å), indium 

causes a serious deformation of the ZnO lattice as compared to Al and Ga and currently-

ZnO:Al and ZnO:Ga films are the best substitutes for ITO in the thin film transparent 

electrode technology. Both the films have high transmittance in the visible region and 
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large electrical conductivity values. This is why Al and Ga are considered to be 

promising candidates for n-type doping in ZnO. 

Table 2 Minimum resistivity and maximum carrier concentration obtained for ZnO films 
doped with various impurities [from ref 8]. 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Monodoping and codoping 

  Monodoping involves doping of ZnO with one dopant impurity, which may be an 

acceptor or donor. According to the literature [8], monodoping with n-type impurities 

such as Al and Ga have produced highly conductive n-type ZnO films, while 

achievement of good p-type materials through monodoping of acceptors into ZnO is a 

major challenge. This is due to the acceptors compensation problems that are discussed in 

detail in section 2.1.1. These problems have directed the focus of research on the usage of 

non conventional methods such as codoping.  

Dopant Dopant 
content 

(Wt %) 

Resistivity 

( x10-4 Ω-
cm) 

Carrier 
Concentration 

( x 1020 cm-3) 

Al2O3 1-2 0.85 15.4 

Ga2O3 2-7 1.2 14.5 

B2O3 2 2.0 5.4 

Sc2O3 2 3.1 6.7 

SiO2 6 4.8 8.8 

V2O5 0.5-3 5.0 4.9 

F 0.5 4.0 5.0 
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Yamato [23] proposed codoping with donor and acceptor impurities would 

increase the acceptor solubility and reduces the acceptor binding energy, thus leads to the 

production of highly doped p-material. There have been few reports on codoping with 

two acceptor elements. Through first principle calculations Tian and Zhao [24] predicted 

that co-doping with N and P would lead to the formation of acceptor PZn-4NO complexes, 

which have lower formation energy than PZn under Zn rich condition may result in the 

enhanced p-type conductivity in ZnO. Lu et al. [25] obtained stable p-type ZnO by co-

doping with Li and N and it was proposed that the complex acceptors such as LiZn-NO 

and LiZn-N eliminated the donor compensating defects such as Lii. 

In this study, codoping has been implemented on ZnO with lithium and 

phosphorous for the achievement of good p-type material and monodoping of ZnO with 

Al has been carried out for n-type material. All the other details relating to codoping and 

monodoping in p-type and n-type ZnO films are given in Chapter 4. Codoping and 

monodoping were realized using two methods namely a) uniform doping and b) delta 

doping which are explained as follows. 

2.3 Uniform doping 

It is a common method used to dope the semiconductors by using one of the 

epitaxial growth techniques. The dopant atoms are distributed throughout the 

semiconductor film during its growth. The interaction of dopants with the semiconductor 

defects is more likely in uniform doping than in delta doping. This leads to the self 

compensation of dopant atoms, consequent drop of carrier concentration and increase of 
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resistivity in uniform doped semiconductor films. This change will have serious effect on 

the material electrical and optical properties.      

2.4 Delta (δ) doping  

Delta doping in epitaxial grown semiconductors leads to a narrow doping profile 

thereby increasing the dopant concentration which will be an advantage for many device 

applications. The achievement of narrow doping profile is possible only if doping atoms 

are bound to a single atomic layer of host semiconductor as shown in Figure 4, which 

shows a semiconductor substrate and dopant sheet sandwiched between the epitaxial 

layers [26].  

Delta doping bounds all the doping atoms to a single atomic layer in the host 

semiconductor. The position of dopant sheet and density of dopant atoms in the sheet are 

the two important factors in deciding the properties of a delta doping profile. Wafer 

surface is assumed to be in the x-y plane of a Cartesian coordinate system and z-

coordinate is measured from surface to bulk. The plane Z=Zd consists of dopant atoms 

and the resulting doping profile is given by the formulae 

N (Z) =N2D δ (Z-Zd) ………………………………….. (1) 

where the two-dimensional (2D) density, denoted by N2D  is the number of doping atoms 

in the doping plane per cm2. Equation (1) states that the doping concentration is zero for 

all locations, except for Z = Zd [26]. 
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Figure 4 Schematic of a semiconductor epitaxial film with δ-doping layer [from ref 26]. 

 

The 2D doping density is obtained by integrating the equation (a) given by 

2( ) DN z dz N




 …………………………………… (2) 

The dopant distribution given by the equation 1 results in a potential well whose energy 

is 
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…………………… (3)  

where elementary charge e = 1.6 x 10-19 coulombs. The equation (3) means that the 

potential well is V- shaped and symmetric with respect to Zd. 
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Figure 5 Calculated sub-band energies and wave-functions of δ-doped GaAs [from ref- 
27]. 

The Figure 5 is an example for V-shaped potential well, which was formed in δ-

doped n-type GaAs. If the width of potential well is comparable to debrogile wavelength, 

it results in the quantization of allowed electron energies as shown in the figure and its 

four sub-band energies were calculated from a self consistent solution of the Poisson’s 

and Schrodinger equations for GaAs with a sheet donor concentration of 5x10-12 cm-2. 

Due to the presence of sub-energy bands, there would be enhancement in the carrier 

concentration of δ-doped planes as compared to uniform doped slabs.  

The common method of delta doping for any growth technique is [26] 

1) The growth of host semiconductor on a substrate is allowed and growth of 

dopant atoms is blocked for a predetermined time. 

2) The host semiconductor growth is suspended and substrate is exposed to 

dopant atoms for a set time and after that growth of dopant atoms is again 

blocked, while growth of the host semiconductor is resumed.  
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The ideal conditions for a narrow delta doping profile are as follows [26] 

1) It should be assumed that substrate surface is atomically flat with no atomic 

terrace steps. 

2) Desired sticking probability of dopant atoms on the host semiconductor 

should be one for a good solubility. 

3) Substrate-epilayer interface should be free from impurities. 

4) All the dopant atoms should exactly confine to one atomic plane. 

5) Atoms should not be incorporated on wrong sites or associated with defects. 

6) There should not be diffusion of impurities away from the plane. 

2.4.1 Historical review  

The first use of delta doping was reported by Bass in 1979. He used vapor phase 

epitaxy (VPE) to grow a dopant spike in the silicon doped GaAs film and the full-width 

at half maximum of the spike was greater than 200Å [26]. In 1980 Wood et al. [28] 

reported strong adsorption of silicon on GaAs substrate surface that is synthesized by 

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The resulting dopant profile width was greater than 

300Å. The first truly δ-doped semiconductor structure with clear evidence for narrow 

doping profile was reported by Schubert et al. (1984) and Schubert and Ploog (1985) [26, 

29]. The MBE grown GaAs sample exhibited a full profile width of 40Å, which was at 

least five times narrower than the profile widths reported by Bass (1979) and Wood et al. 

(1980) [28]. The first field effect transistor fabricated using δ-doped GaAs was reported 
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by Schubert and Ploog in 1985 [29]. The δ-doped FET has a narrow free-carrier and 

dopant distribution and large gate-breakdown voltage.  

Schubert and his coworkers manufactured a number of semiconductor devices 

with δ-doping technique using MBE included homojunction FET, the high mobility 

hetrojunction FET and lasers. The δ-doping technique in heterojunction FET’S yielded 

the highest free carrier concentration. In modulation-doped FET’S, the technique 

delivered optimum doping profiles. δ-doping in Led’s and lasers has been used in the 

active region of their structures in order to activate the electron-hole recombination. The 

δ-doping in N-type AlXGa1-XS samples have reduced the persistent photoconductivity 

(PPC) and free-carrier freeze-out, these two defects play a key role in the deterioration of 

properties in many semiconductor devices including microwave transistors [26]. Today δ-

doped samples are characterized by using many methods such as secondary ion mass 

spectroscopy (SIMS), capacitance-voltage (CV) methods, tunneling, magneto-transport 

measurements, luminescence, Raman scattering and infrared absorption. In summary δ-

doping applications have included a number of novel (or) improved device structures- 

[27]. 

2.4.2 Merits of delta doping over uniform doping reported in literature 

 Nakarmi et al. [30] obtained enhanced p-type conduction in a delta doped GaN: 

Mg film with a fivefold reduction in resistivity as compared to uniform doped GaN and 

also there was reduction in the dislocation densities and self compensation of Mg 

impurities. δ-doping silicon in the barrier region of AlGaN/GaN HFET Structures 

improved their dc performance and break down voltage over those of uniform doped ones 
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[30]. Bayram et al. employed delta doping for Mg doped p-type GaN and achieved a 

double order magnitude of higher doping with a fourfold reduction in resistivity and a 

decrease of activation energy over uniform doped materials [31].  

Contreas et al. observed reduction of threading screw dislocations in GaN, which 

is delta doped with Si using MOCVD [32]. Chen at al. [33] achieved 92% increase in the 

hole concentration and 12% improvement of Mg doping efficiency in GaN using indium 

surfactant-assisted delta doping method. Jung et al. improved p-type doping in ZnSe by 

delta doping it with N and Te and created an interest among the II-VI wide band 

semiconductor group for the fabrication of blue-green lasers [34-35].  

It was proposed that delta doping technique can reduce the complex-type 

compensating defects and increase the p-type doping level in II-VI wide-band-

semiconductors in which achieving p-type doping is a big challenge [30]. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental techniques 

 

In this chapter, the basic concepts pertaining to different kinds of sputtering are 

explained along with the design of sputtering deposition chamber. All the p- and n-type 

ZnO films analyzed in this study were fabricated in this chamber. The optical properties 

of the films were determined with the photoluminescence equipment. The details of the 

setup are introduced. Finally the description about Hall Effect measurements and 

annealing are presented.         

3.1 Sputtering        

Sputtering is a process of dislodging atoms from a solid target surface by 

bombarding it with high energetic particles in a plasma. The solid target surface can be a 

metal or insulator or an oxide material. The energetic particles hitting the target surface 

can be atoms, ions, electrons, photons, neutrons, molecules and molecular ions such as 

[N2] +, [O2]+  and Ar+. The sputtering process takes place in a closed glass chamber that 

will have a high vacuum pressure. Sputtering is like a sort of atomistic sand blasting. If 

the knocked out atoms deposit on a nearby substrate i.e. the material to be coated then the 

process is called sputter deposition [36]. 

Sputter deposition is used for the film deposition on semiconductor wafers, on 

magnetic media and head surfaces, for coating tools, for reflective coatings on window 

glass, for coating the insides of plastic bags and the surface of automobile parts, and a 

number of other wide applications [36]. 
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3.1.1 Principle of sputtering  

Sputtering is a type of physical vapor deposition, which uses the principle of 

momentum transfer to knock out the atoms from the target surface. A simple schematic 

of diode sputtering system is shown in Figure 6. The material to be sputtered (target) is 

loaded on the cathode and connected to a negative power supply which could be either 

DC OR RF. The substrate is placed on the anode and it can be heated, cooled, biased or 

could be a combination of these.  This setup is placed inside a vacuum chamber filled 

with inert gas Ar through sputtering gas inlet [37].   

 

Figure 6 Diode sputtering system [adapted from ref 38]. 

On the application of high negative voltage to the target surface, it emits 

electrons, which collide with Ar atoms to cause ionization and excitation. Ionization leads 

to the creation of Ar+ ions and secondary electrons, while the excitation leads to the glow 

discharge plasma. The Ar+ ions get accelerated towards the negatively charged target 
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surface and bombard it with a transfer of net kinetic energy from the ions to the target 

atoms. By this, the atoms of the target material are ejected by the momentum transfer. 

The sputtered neutral atoms get deposited on the substrate. The secondary electrons 

repeat the process of ionization and excitation for a continuous sputtering deposition. The 

water cooling system prevents the overheating of the target, which is due to the usage of 

high sputtering power.   

The sputter yield is just the ratio of the number of emitted particles (atoms) per 

incident particle (ion), given by 

Y = α 2( )
M m
M m





m

M

E
U …………………………………… (4) 

where Y= number of emitted particles/number of incident particles and M is the mass of 

the target atom, m is the mass of bombarding ion, Em is the Kinetic energy of bombarding 

ion,  MU  is the bonding energy of the target material. The parameter α depends upon the 

angle of ions bombarding the target surface [39]. The major problems with diode 

sputtering are the slow deposition rates and requirement of high voltage and current 

inputs.  

 3.1.2 Magnetron sputtering 

The problem of slow deposition rates in the diode sputtering technique was solved 

by a powerful deposition technique called magnetron sputtering. It is the current work-

horse of sputter deposition field, used in perhaps 95% of all sputtering applications [36].  
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A magnetron sputtering cathode uses magnets behind the target to create a closed 

static magnetic field configuration above it as shown in Figure 7. This confines the 

motion of secondary electrons near to the target surface to sustain the plasma. The 

secondary electrons above the target get trapped by the magnetic field and move in a 

direction perpendicular to electric and magnetic fields direction.  

The secondary electrons in the magnetic field loose their kinetic energy due to 

collision with the sputtering Ar gas atoms resulting in an extremely dense plasma in the 

the magnetic field rings and ions created in it have high probablity of colliding the 

cathode surface, which eventually results in the improvement of ionization efficiency  by 

several orders of magnitude.   

 

Figure 7 Magnetron sputtering [from ref 40]. 
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The magnetron sputtering uses a lower gas pressure to maintain high sputtering 

rate and reduces the electron bombardment on the substrate. This leads to the growth of a 

thick film on the substrate with high purity. The sputtering rate is given by the equation 

R= 62.3* * * tJ Y M


 Å/min……………………………. (5) 

where J is the ion current density, Y is the sputtering yield, Mt is the atomic mass of 

target material and ρ is the density. The above equation implies that sputtering rate 

depends upon on all the parameters in it [41].  

3.1.3 Influence of vacuum pressure on sputtering 

In the case of high vacuum pressure, the mean free path of an atom in a sputtering 

ambient is =4.810-3 /P (torr) (cm). E.g. 0.1cm for P=50mTorr. This implies the 

separation between the target and substrate is many cm and sputtered atoms have to 

undergo hundreds of collisions before reaching the substrate. The deposition rate is 

significantly reduced and causes the material to be deposited on the chamber walls [42]. 

In the case of low vacuum pressure, the higher ion energy increases the sputtering 

yield. But there will be fewer argon ions to bombard the target surface, which will reduce 

the deposition rate. Therefore, there exists an optimum pressure for which the deposition 

rate and plasma glow is maximum [42]. The condition for the optimum plasma glow is 

given by 

L* P = 0.5 (cm.torr) L: electrode spacing, P: vacuum pressure 
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3.1.4 Comparison of DC and RF magnetron sputtering  

Direct current magnetron sputtering uses a direct voltage to power up the 

magnetron sputtering cathode and used to sputter metals but not insulators. Due to high 

resistivity of insulators, a high impossible DC voltage of 1012 Volts is required to pass 

current through them. The lack of current will extinguish the plasma and stop the process. 

Thus DC sputtering can be applied only for the materials with a resistivity less than 106 

Ω-cm i.e. metals. The solution for the problem of sputtering insulators with DC voltage is 

the usage of RF sputtering or AC voltage because the impedance of the dielectrics vary 

with the frequency of the voltage so that the current will sustain through the insulator 

[43]. The power supply of RF magnetron sputtering is operated at a high frequency of 

13.6 MHz and the advantage of this technique over DC sputtering is its ability to sputter 

both insulators and metals.  However, RF sputtering is a complex system that needs a 

separate impedance matching network as an additional component that is why DC 

magnetron sputtering is used to deposit metals [37]. 

3.2 Deposition chamber 

All the sputtering experiments involved in this study were done in the magnetron 

sputtering deposition chamber as shown in Figure 8. The system consists of a main 

cylindrical glass bell jar enclosed in a cylindrical steel cage of 18 inches in diameter and 

28.5 inches in height. The other main units include vacuum system, three magnetron 

cathode electrodes, substrate holder, temperature controller and RF/DC power supply.   
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Figure 8 Magnetron sputtering deposition chamber. 

Figure 9 Schematic sketch of magnetron sputtering deposition chamber [adapted from ref 

44]. 
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All the units of magnetron sputtering deposition chamber are shown in its 

schematic Figure 9. The explanation to each unit is as follows.   

3.2.1 Vacuum system 

The vacuum inside the vacuum chamber is created and maintained by the vacuum 

system. The selection of vacuum system depends upon the factors like pumping rate and 

achievement of optimum low pressure. The vacuum system used for the deposition 

chamber is a combination of turbomolecular pump and mechanical pump, which can 

pump down the vacuum chamber to a low vacuum pressure of 10-7 mTorr. 

3.2.2 Target  and sputtering gun assembly 

The targets used for the preparation of p-type and n-type ZnO thin films were 

99.999% pure ZnO target along with the dopant targets such as Zn3As2, Zn3P2, 

ZnO/P2O5, Li3PO4, Al and Zno/Al (2% by weight). The ceramic targets are bonded to a 

copper plate to increase heat dissipation and preserve the target from cracking and all the 

targets are of same size of in diameter (2-inch) and thickness (0.125-inch). The Angstrom 

science magnetron cathode guns are used to sputter the targets and are designed to hold 

the 2-inch targets. One magnetron cathode gun is dedicated to the ZnO target and the 

other gun uses a target depending upon the material to be doped into ZnO. The water 

cooling system prevents the over heating of the targets during sputtering. The Figure 10 

shows the ZnO target used for the experiments in this study. 
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Figure 12 Double side polished sapphire mounted on substrate holder. 

3.2.4 Temperature controller and thermocouple 

The temperature controller can heat the substrate up to 900 OC and the 

thermocouple inserted into the substrate holder monitors the temperature of the substrate 

and displays it in the form of a digital reading through the thermocouple read out. 

3.2.5 Vent valve and mass flow controller (MFC) 

The purpose of vent valve is to get the chamber pressure from vacuum to 

atmospheric value through letting in pure N2 gas into the chamber by opening the vent 

valve. MFC measures and controls the flow of sputtering gas inside the chamber and 

displays the gas flow value through MFC read out. 

3.2.6 RF power 

The RF power supplied for one magnetron cathode gun is provided using an 

external AJA 100/300 Seren industrial power source with Mc2 automatic matching 

network control for RF tuning. The other gun uses RF VII INC source with PT-II-CE 

matching network. The power supplied to the guns controls the amount of atoms 
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sputtered from the target material by the sputtering gas ions. In this study, p-type and n-

type ZnO films were fabricated on sapphire substrates by sputtering of ZnO and dopant 

targets with an RF power of 100 W. 

3.2.7 DC power  

Advanced energy MDX 500 was used as a source for the DC power supply. A 

direct current was used to power up the guns and to deposit ohmic contacts with gold and 

titanium targets on p- and n- type ZnO films for the purpose of Hall measurements. 

3.2.8 Thermistor gauge and ion gauge 

It is an instrument that constantly monitors and visually indicates the vacuum 

pressure of the vacuum chamber. It can measure the presuure only in a limited range of 

values (0 mTorr to 750 Torr). Below a pressure value of 0 mTorr, working of thermistor 

gauge is stopped automatically. This action leads to the activation of ion gauge 

equipment which there by can read the pressure values from 0 mtorr to 2 x 10-7 mTorr. 

3.2.9 Shutter   

The two shutters on the target materials (shown in Figure 9) have a back and forth 

movement controlled by a magnetron control software (designed in lab view) that is 

installed on computer. They were used to block and allow the deposition of target 

materials on the substrate at periodical intervals. The Figure 13 shows the magnetron 

control software window with shutter control parameters on it. 
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Figure 13 Magnetron control software window. 

The on-time is the time for which the shutters will remain open and allow the 

deposition. In the off time, the shutter closes for a predetermined time and blocks the 

deposition. The on-time and off-time values are set depending upon how thick the p-type 

and n-type ZnO films are made. The shutter movement process can be repeated multiple 

times by setting a value in the repetition column. 

3.3 Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy  

Photoluminescence is a non-contact and non-destructive technique used for the 

analysis of optical properties of semiconductors, which include the determination of band 

gap energy (Eg), impurity levels and recombination mechanisms. PL involves the 

illumination of a high energetic monochromatic UV photon beam onto a semiconductor 

sample from a laser power source. The sample absorbs photons and electrons in it get 
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excited from valence band to conduction band (shown in Figure 14 (a)) leaving holes 

behind. In fraction of ns, the electrons get relaxed and fall into the valence band (shown 

in Figure 14 (b)) to recombine with holes The recombination of electron-hole pairs leads 

to the emission of luminescence (light) beam through the release of photons, which have 

energy equivalent to the band gap energy Eg and the recombination process is known as 

radiative recombination. The same is show in Figure 14 (c). 

 

Figure 14 Photoluminescence schematic [from ref 46]. 

 If the recombination leads to the emission of energy in the form of heat then it is 

called non radiative recombination. The whole mechanism of recombination process is 

also known as band to band transition. The impurities and defects in the sample also can 

emit photons through different types of radiative recombination events that are discussed 

as follows.  
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3.3.1 Free exciton transition 

A free electron in the conduction band and a free hole in the valence band of a 

semiconductor get weakly bound together by a coulomb force to form a composite 

particle called exciton. It is like a hydrogen atom with electron orbiting the hole. If the 

exciton is not trapped by any defect or impurity then it is called free exciton. The energy 

of photon released in the excitonic recombination is given by: 

hν = Eg – Ex……………………………………………… (6) 

where Eg is the band gap energy of the semiconductor and Ex is the coulomb energy of 

the exciton [47], h is the Planck’s constant and ν is the frequency of emitted photon.  

3.3.2 Bound exciton complexes 

When a semiconductor at neutral state contains less number of donors or 

acceptors, the free excitons get captured by these impurities via Van der wall’s 

interaction to form bound exciton complexes such as donor bound exciton (DOX) and 

acceptor bound exciton (AOX). Photons emitted due to the recombination of exciton 

bound complexes have the energy of 

hν = Eg – Ex – Eb……………………………………….. (7)  

where Eb is the binding energy of the exciton to the impurity [47]. 

3.3.3 Donor-Acceptor pair transition 

A donor and an acceptor in a semiconductor can get attracted by the coulomb 

potential to form a donor-acceptor pair (DAP) which move together in the semiconductor 
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crystal. The coulomb interaction increases as the distance between the donor and acceptor 

decreases. This action in turn will reduce the individual binding energies of donors and 

acceptors. The recombination energy of donor- acceptor pair is given by 

E(r) = Eg – ED – EA + (e2/4π ϵo r)........................................... (8) 

where Eg is the band gap energy, ED and EA  are the binding energies of the donor and the 

acceptor, e2/4π ϵo is the coulomb interaction of the donor-acceptor pair separated by 

distance r [47]. 

3.3.4 Free to bound transition 

The shallow impurities in a semiconductor get ionized at a temperature, where the 

thermal energy (KB T) is greater than the ionization energy of impurities. KB is the 

Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. At very low temperatures, charge carriers 

in a semiconductor get trapped by the impurity which is due to the decrease of impurities 

thermal energy as compared to their ionization energy. 

For example, in a p-type semiconductor that has NA acceptors per unit volume, 

holes get trapped by the acceptors if the thermal energy is less than the ionization energy 

(EA) of the acceptor. Free electrons can recombine radiatively with holes trapped on 

acceptors or holes can recombine with electrons trapped on donors resulting in free to 

bound transition. The emitted photon has energy of  

  hν = Eg – EA.................................................................. (9) 

where EA is the acceptor binding energy, the same equation can be written for the donor 

related free to bound transition by replacing EA with ED (donor binding energy) [46].   
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the PL experiments. The samples were mounted on the cold finger at an angle of 450. The 

setup is placed into the Sumitomo model no. DF-202FF optical cryostat, which is cooled 

down from 300K to 12K with Sumitomo model no. HC-4E helium compressor for the 

purpose of taking low temperature PL measurements on the samples. The Cryocon model 

no. 32 temperature controller monitors the temperature of the samples. Once the 

temperature reaches to 12K the photoluminescence scan is started by the emission of UV 

beam from the laser as depicted in Figure 16. It is then passed through a lens and focused 

onto the film or sample surface, which absorbs the UV beam and emits the luminescence 

beam that gets collected at the lens and fed to the New Port model no. 6100 series 

monochromator, which is powered up using Tennecec Tc 952 500 V  power supply.  

 

Figure 17 Principle of monochromator operation [from ref 48]. 

Figure 17 depicts the principle operation of the monochromator. The light beam 

coming from the entrance slit is reflected as beam of collimated rays by the collimating 

mirror onto the diffraction grating surface that has a series of etched ridges with a 

specific spacing and gets separated into individual colors having different wavelengths. 
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The focusing mirror collects the incoming light rays and reflects them at slightly 

different angles towards the different spots of the exit slit to form series of closely spaced 

individual color bands grouped by wavelength. The basic triac software installed in the 

computer tunes the monochromator to allow a particular wavelength of light to be passed 

from the exit slit to the photo detector which gets converted from optical signal to 

electrical signal. The computer takes the output electrical signal of photo detector and 

displays its amplitude reading.  

3.4 Hall effect  

If a specimen of metal or semiconductor carrying a current I is placed in a 

transverse magnetic field of flux density B then an electric field E is induced in the 

direction perpendicular to both I and B, which is known as Hall Effect. The Figure 18 

shows the Hall Effect measurement setup for a metal.  A voltage VX is applied to the 

rectangular shaped metal bar so that current I flows in the positive X direction. The 

magnetic field is applied in the positive Z direction. At this condition the electrons inside 

the metal bar experience Lorenz force and get deflected towards the positive Y direction, 

thus creating Hall voltage VH across the metal bar. The Lorenz force is given by  

F = q (E+ V x B)…………………………………… (10) 

Where q= 1.6 x 10-19 C and V is the electron velocity 
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Figure 18 Hall effect measurement setup for a metal [from ref 49]. 

From the Lorentz force, the Hall coefficient RH is calculated and defined as 

RH = Ey/Jx BZ = -1/ne……………………………. (11) 

where J is the current density of the electrons and Ey is the induced electric field 

For semiconductor, Hall coefficient RH is 

RH =     
       

 

    μ   μ  
 
 ……………………………… (12) 

where n is the electron concentration, p is the hole concentration, μh is hole mobility and 

μe is the electron mobility. From the value of RH it is easy to determine carrier density 

and mobility. 
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3.5 Van der Pauw resistivity and Hall measurements 

The disadvantage of the Hall Effect measurement is that it can be conducted only 

on samples that have Hall geometry as shown in Figure 18. Van der pauw technique can 

be used to measure resistivity, carrier density and mobility of any arbitrary shaped sample 

as long as it satisfies some conditions which are listed after Figure 19 [50].  

 

Figure 19 Van der Pauw contact placement  

1. The four ohmic contacts on the sample should be located at the corners as shown 

by the picture a and b of Figure 19. 

2. The contacts average diameter and sample thickness should be much smaller than 

the distance between the contacts as illustrated in Figure 19. 

3. The sample should not have isolated holes and should be homogenous and 

isotropic. 
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3.5.1 Resistivity measurement 

Figure 20 shows the Van der Pauw resistance measurement configurations. In this 

method four ohmic contacts are prepared at the four corners of the sample and four leads 

are connected to them. Two leads are used for passing the current to the sample and other 

two leads are used to measure the voltage across the contacts. The resistivity 

measurement starts with the application of positive DC current I14 to the contacts 1 and 4 

and Hall voltage V23 is measured between the contacts 2 and 3. The Resistance R14,23 is 

given by 

R14, 23 = V23/I14…………………………………. (13) 

Similarly  R23,14 R43,12 and  R12,43 are calculated by passing current and measuring voltage 

across desired contacts as shown in Figure 20 [50]. 

Figure 20 Van der Pauw resistance measurement configurations. 

 The sample resistivity (ρ) is calculated from the resistances RA and RB given by 

RA = (R21, 34 + R12,43 + R43,12 + R34,21)/4……………………(14) 

 RB = (R14, 23 + R23,14 + R43,12 + R12,43)/4……………………(15) 

exp (-π RA/RS) + exp (-π RB/RS) = 1…………………… (16) 

 ρ=RS t, t is the thickness of the sample. 
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3.5.2 Hall measurements 

Calculation of Hall measurements for a semiconductor specimen through Van der 

Pauw method in magnetic field provides the values of sheet carrier density (ns or ps), bulk 

carrier density (n or p) and mobility of the specimen. For heavily doped samples the Hall 

voltage can be in the order of micro volts. The small voltage can have effect on the 

accuracy of Hall measurements when the sample shape is not uniform and contact 

placement is improper. These kinds of problems are eliminated by taking two sets of Hall 

measurements in positive and negative magnetic field directions [50].  

                 

Figure 21 Van der Pauw configuration for the calculation of Hall voltage VH 

Positive magnetic field implies that B is applied in the positive Z direction and negative 

field is the application of B in the negative Z direction as shown in Figure 21.  
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The steps to be followed for taking the Hall measurement of any semiconductor 

sample are [50] 

 Apply a positive magnetic field B. 

 Apply a current I13 to contacts 1 and 3 and measure V24P as shown in Figure 21. 

 Apply a current I31 to contacts 3 and 1 and measure V42P. 

 Likewise, measure V13P and V31P with I42 and I24, respectively.  

 Reverse the magnetic field (negative B). 

 Measure V24N, V42N, V13N, and V31N with I13, I31, I42, and I24, respectively. 

The steps for calculating the carrier density and Hall mobility of the sample 

from the above voltages and currents are as follows 

1. Calculate VC VD VE VF by using the following relations  

VC = V24P – V24N, VD = V42P – V42N, VE = V13P – V13N, and VF = V31P – V31N. 

2. If VC + VD + VE + VF is positive then the sample is p-type otherwise it is 

n-type.  

3. The sheet carrier density (in units of cm-2) is calculated from 

          ps = 8 x 10-8 IB/ [q (VC + VD + VE + VF)],  if the voltage sum is positive 

            ns = |8 x 10-8 IB/ [q (VC + VD + VE + VF)] |, if the voltage sum is negative 

           where B is the magnetic field in gauss (G) and I is the dc current in amperes (A). 

4. The bulk carrier density or carrier concentration (in units of cm-3) is 

N = ns/t and p = ps/t……………………………….. (17) 

5. The Hall mobility µ = 1/qnsRS (in units of cm2V-1s-1) is calculated from the 

sheet carrier density ns (or ps) and the sheet resistance RS. 
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3.5.3 Ecopia Hall effect measurement System 

The Hall measurements reported in this study were achieved using Ecopia HMS-

3000 Hall Effect Measurement System shown in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 Ecopia Hall measurement System. 

The system works on the principle of Van der Pauw geometry. It contains HMS-

3000 software that checks the integrity of the sample ohmic contacts through Current-

Voltage (I-V) measurements. The system can apply currents in the range of 1 nA to 20 

mA and can measure carrier concentration from 10-7 cm-3 to 10-21 cm-3. A permanent 

magnet of strength 1.05 T is used for the application of magnetic field. Once the HMS-

3000 software is executed in the computer it automatically calculates the carrier 

concentration, mobility and resistivity of the sample. 

3.6 Annealing 

It is a process used in semiconductor device fabrication which consists of heating 

the samples at temperatures up to 1200 OC on a time scale of several seconds or less in a 

gas ambient.  
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The sample temperatures are then cooled down very slowly to prevent 

dislocations in their crystal structure. Annealing improves the crystal quality of doped 

materials by reducing the residual stress in them. It also activates the dopant atoms in the 

samples and increases their carrier concentration. 

 

Figure 23 Rapid thermal processor. 

In this work the RTP-300 rapid thermal processor shown in Figure 23 was used to 

anneal the p-type and n-type ZnO samples at temperatures 700-900 OC for 3-5 minutes 

using gases N2 and O2 to improve the electrical properties of the samples. The films to be 

processed were placed on the quartz tray, which goes into a quartz tube of the processor. 

Temperature and heating time were set with programmable controller and the desired gas 

pressure is controlled with the gas valve. The water cooling system is provided to prevent 

the processor from overheating. Once the annealing process is started the temperature is 

kept at constant value with the knobs of the controller. After annealing, the samples were 
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cooled down to room temperature and then the supply of gas and cooling system were 

shut off.   
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Chapter 4 

 Results and Discussion 

 

This chapter deals with the results from experiments carried out on p-type and n-

type ZnO films using uniform and delta doping techniques. The films were analyzed by 

photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, Hall-effect measurements and x-ray diffraction 

(XRD) spectroscopy. The p-type films were additionally investigated with the energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and all the results are interpreted. 

4.1 Procedure for growing p-type and n- type ZnO films 

The c-plane sapphire substrates used in this study were cleaned according to the 

RCA cleaning process mentioned in Section 3.2.3. The substrates were then loaded into 

the vacuum chamber which was pumped to a base pressure of 2 x 10-7 Torr. The 

substrates were heated at 700 OC for 30 min in O2 at 10 mTorr optimum pressure for a 

smoother substrate surface which was previously determined to be beneficial for 

achieving good quality ZnO films [51]. A 700 nm thick ZnO buffer layer was deposited 

on the substrate at 700 OC by sputtering the ZnO target with RF power of 100 W. A 1:1 

mixture of ultrahigh-purity (UHP) Ar and O2 at a pressure of 10 mTorr, flow rate of 10 

standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) was used for the deposition of buffer layer.  

The buffer layer decreases the lattice mismatch between the sapphire and ZnO 

films. The substrates were then cooled down to a temperature of 300 OC or held at the 

same temperature of 700 OC. p-type and n-type films of 1 μm thick were grown on the 

substrates by sputtering the high-purity ceramic ZnO and dopants targets (Zn3As2, Zn3P2, 
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ZnO/P2O5, Li3PO4, Al and ZnO/Al (2% by weight) with an RF power of 100 W for a set 

deposition time.  Delta and uniform doping techniques have been used to dope the ZnO 

films with the dopant atoms. Ar or Ar/O2 (1:1) gas at flow rate of 10 sccm and 10 mTorr 

pressure have been used for depositing the p-type and n-type films.  

In delta doping method the deposition of ZnO on sapphire was continuous and 

dopant atoms deposition was blocked at periodical intervals with the help of a shutter 

whereas in uniform doping the deposition of ZnO and dopant atoms was continuous for a 

given deposition time. 

4.2 Experiments conducted for p-type ZnO films through monodoping and results 

The lists of experiments in Table 3 were done to dope ZnO with a single dopant 

comprising P or As. All the experiments were done using the (1:1) mixture of Ar and O2 

as sputtering gas and ZnO target has been used as host semiconductor. The gas flow rate, 

chamber pressure and substrate temperature were kept at constant values of 10 sccm, 10- 

mTorr and 300 OC. ZnO/P2O5 and Zn3P2 ceramic targets were used as source for the P 

acceptor. Zn3As2 target has been used to dope ZnO with As. The RF power used for 

sputtering the targets was 100 W. The total deposition time in delta doping is calculated 

by multiplying number of cycles with (shutter on-time + shutter off-time). 

As-deposited p-type ZnO films are too resistive to allow Hall effect 

measurements, hence all the films were annealed in O2 and N2 gas at 900 OC for 3 min to 

activate the dopant atoms. The average Hall measurement results (shown in Table 4) of 

these films showed stable n-type conductivities with carrier concentrations in the range of 

1017-1018 cm-3.  
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Table 3 Experiments conducted for making of p-type ZnO through monodoping. 

 

Table 4 Hall results of monodoped p-type ZnO films. 

 

Thus monodoping ZnO with Group-V acceptors (P and As) failed to produce 

stable p-type conductivity. The main reason for the problem could be the compensation 

of acceptor atoms (P and As) by the donor related defects such as PZn, hydrogen 

impurities, zinc interstitials and oxygen vacancies.  

4.3 Experiments performed for p-type ZnO through codoping 

In this work, results from sputtered ZnO thin films codoped with Li and P are 

reported. To the best of my knowledge, there have been no reports about codoping 

Sample Doping 
technique 

Doping 
Target 

Shutter  
on-time 

Shutter  
off-time 

Number 
of cycles 

Deposition 
Time 

111213 Delta ZnO/P2O5 30 sec 2 min 60 150 min 

111513 Uniform Zn3P2 _ _ _ 120 min 
112013 Delta Zn3P2 30 sec 3 min 40 140 min 

112213 Delta Zn3As2 30 sec 3 min 40 140 min 

112513 Uniform Zn3As2 _ _ _ 120 min 

Sample 111213 
 

111513 
 

112013 
 

112213 
 

112513 
 

 Carrier 
concentration 

(cm-3) 
 

2.7 E17 2.82 E18  5.1 E18  2.1 E18  1.86 E18  

Mobility 
(cm2/v-s) 

13  30  50 47 40  

Resistivity 
Ω-cm 

1.71 E-2  7.3 E-2  2.3 E-2  6.2 E-2  7.6 E-2  
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involving Li and P to this date. The prediction is that the codoping technique will 

decrease in the formation of donor related defects and increase the formation of Lizn and 

PO acceptors. This results in the production of reliable p-type films. All the p-type 

codoped ZnO films in Table 5 were deposited from high-purity ceramic targets of ZnO 

and Li3PO4. The sputtering gas (Ar/O2 (1:1)) flow rate and chamber pressure were kept at 

constant values of 10 sccm and 10 mTorr. The power supplied for the sputtering of 

targets was 100 W. 

Table 5 Experiments conducted for making of p-type ZnO through codoping. 

 

4.3.1 Sample structures  

The ZnO:Li3PO4 films prepared by delta and uniform doping have the structures 

as shown in Figures 24 and 25. The delta doped samples contain mixed layers of ZnO + 

Li3PO4 and the number of layers is equal to the number of cycles of the Dopant (Li3PO4) 

shutter. The uniform doped sample has only one thick layer (1 μm) of ZnO + Li3PO4 

instead of many layers as in delta doped samples.  

 

Sample Doping 
technique 

Substrate 
Temperature 

Doping 
Target 

Shutter  
on-time 

Shutter  
off-
time 

Number 
of cycles 

Deposition 
time  

110613 Delta 300 OC Li3PO4 2 min 2 min 100 400 min 

110813 Delta 700 OC Li3PO4 30 sec 2 min 60 150 min 

120213 Uniform 300 OC Li3PO4 _ _ _ 120 min 
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This means that the solubility of P in 110813 sample is higher than in 120213. Due to the 

detection limit of EDX equipment, it cannot detect the presence of Li in the samples.  The 

EDX result of 110613 sample did not show the presence of P which could be due to its 

surface inhomogeneity. 

 

 

          Figure 26 EDX data of delta doped (110813) sample. 

             

        Figure 27 EDX data of delta doped (110613) sample. 

          

           Figure 28 EDX data of uniform doped (120213) sample. 
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4.3.2.2 Photoluminescence (PL) Scan 

The PL Spectrum of delta doped (110613 and 110813) and uniform doped 

(120213) films annealed at 700 OC and 900 OC for three minutes in O2 are shown in 

Figures 29 and 30.  

For the samples annealed at 700 OC, the PL data shows impurity band signals in 

the energy range of 2.3-2.6 eV which are attributed to the defects such as Zinc and 

Oxygen vacancies in the films [51]. The small peaks at 3.337 eV are associated with the 

transition from excitons bound to structural defects [52]. 

        

Figure 29 PL data of delta and uniform doped samples annealed at 700 OC in O2. 

 
Annealing the samples at 900 OC in O2 reduced the intensity of impurity band 

signals and intensity of other small peaks improved significantly with a shift in the peak 

values from 3.337eV. This implies that the defects in the samples are minimized and 

films quality improved considerably. 
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           Figure 30 PL data of delta and uniform doped samples annealed at 900 OC in O2. 
 

 The peaks at 3.351eV and 3.35eV are related to acceptor bound exciton transition 

AOX transition [53] and the peak at 3.282eV is due to the longitudinal-optical phonon 

replicas [52]. In this study it is observed that 900 OC is the best annealing temperature to 

obtain good quality ZnO: Li3PO4 films with minimum defects. 

4.3.2.3 X-ray spectroscopy scan (XRD) 

The XRD technique has been used to determine the crystal quality of the samples 

(110613, 110813 and 120213) before and after annealing at 900 OC for three minutes in 

O2. The scan results of these samples are shown in Figure 31. The peaks of the un-

annealed films 110813 (delta doped at 700C) and 120213 (uniform doped at 300C) are 

less intensive and are positioned at angles 34.16° and 34.2° respectively. The un-annealed 

110613 (delta doped at 300C) sample did not show any peak. All these indicate the 

existence of residual compressive stress in the samples which is significantly reduced by 

the rapid thermal annealing process at 900 OC. 
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the small hall voltages in the measurements, which can be significantly impacted by 

small signal noise spikes during the measurements [53]. The average p-type conductivity 

in the films was determined by averaging the data points of their p-type carrier 

concentration values. The Table 6 shows the average p-type concentration of the films.  

 

 

 

Figure 32 Repeated Hall-effect measurements on the delta doped (110613) sample 
showing the variation of a) Carrier concentration b) Mobility and c) Resistivity. 
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Figure 33 Repeated Hall-effect measurements on the delta-doped (110813) sample 

showing the variation of a) Carrier concentration b) Mobility and c) Resistivity. 
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Figure 34 Repeated Hall-effect measurements on the uniform-doped (120213) sample 
showing the variation of a) Carrier concentration b) Mobility and c) Resistivity. 
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Table 6 Average p-type concentration of delta and uniform doped samples annealed at 
900 OC in O2. 

Sample 110613  
(Delta doped) 

110813 
(Delta doped) 

120213 
(Uniform doped) 

 
Hole-concentration 

(cm-3) 
1.53 x 10

16
 1.13 x 10

16
 3.76 x 10

13
 

 

The average p-type concentration (1.33 x 1016 cm-3) in the delta doped samples is 

more than in uniform doped sample (3.76 x 1013 cm-3), which means that the delta doping 

technique has enhanced the p-type conduction in the samples compared to the uniform 

doping technique. 

4.4 Second set of Experiments conducted for p-type ZnO through codoping 

The Table 7 shows the second set of experiments conducted for the codoped p-

type films using the delta doping technique. All the samples were annealed in O2 at 900- 

OC for 3 min. The Hall measurement test on the samples 091214, 091614 and 092614 did 

not show any conductivity whereas samples 120413 and 103014 showed conductivity 

variation between p-type and n-type with an average hole concentration of 2 x 1014 cm-3.     

Table 7 Second set of experiments conducted for making of p-type ZnO films. 

Sample Substrate 
Temp 

Doping 
Target 

Shutter  
on-time 

Shutter  
off-time 

Number 
of cycles 

Deposition-time 

120413 300 OC Li3PO4 30 sec 3 min 40 140 min 

091214 700 OC Li3PO4 2 min 2 min 3 12 min 

091614 700 OC Li3PO4 2 min 2 min 1 4 min 

092614 700 OC Li3PO4 2 min 1 min 10 30 min 

103014 300 OC ZnO/P2O5 2 min 10 min 10 120 min 
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4.5 Experiments conducted for n-type ZnO through monodoping 

The Table 8 shows the set of experiments conducted for n-type ZnO films. Al was 

used as the dopant atom.  

Table 8 List of experiments conducted for n-type ZnO. 

Sample Doping 
technique 

Process 
Gas 

Shutter 
on-time 

Shutter 
off-time 

Number of 
cycles 

Total 
deposition 
time 

100614 Delta Ar 1 min 5 min 20 120 min 

121214 Uniform Ar/O2 

(1:1) 

_ _ _ 120 min 

121814 Uniform Ar _ _ _ 120 min 

011415 Delta Ar 1 min 1 min 30 60 min 

021315 Delta Ar 1 min 1 min 60 120 min 

032215 Delta Ar/O2 

(1:1) 

1 min 6 min 20 
140 min 

 

All the Al doped n-type ZnO samples (1-μm thick) were prepared on double 

polished sapphire substrates by sputtering the ZnO and Al targets using delta doping 

method, ZnO/Al (2% by weight) target using uniform doping technique. For all the 

experiments the substrate temperature was held at 300 OC, process gas flow rate and 

chamber pressure were kept at constant values of 10 sccm and 10 mTorr.  
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4.6 Results and analysis 

4.6.1 Hall results of as-grown n-type ZnO films 

The Figures 35 and 36 present the repeated Hall measurements of as-grown delta 

and uniform doped n-type ZnO films (100614 and 121214). The Hall results were found 

to be stable and consistent in light and dark environments. The electrical properties of as-

grown delta (100614) and uniform (121214) doped films providing average electron 

concentration, mobility and resistivities (calculated from Figures 35 and 36) are tabulated 

in Table 9. It was observed that the electron concentration and mobility in the sample 

100614 was improved by an order of magnitude as compared to sample 121214, while 

the resistivity was found reduced by two orders of magnitude. These measurements 

strongly imply that as-grown delta doped sample was highly n-type conductive than the 

uniform doped sample. The Hall measurement test on rest of the as-grown samples 

(121814, 011415, 021315 and 032215) did not show any conductivity. 

Table 9 Electrical properties of specific as-grown n-type films. 
 

 

 

 

Sample Delta doped sample 

(100614) 

Uniform doped sample 

(121214) 

 Electron concentration  
(cm-3) 

 
2.79 E19  1.82 E18 

Mobility (cm2/v-s) 1.58 E1  3.6 E-1  

Resistivity (Ω-cm) 1.432 E-2  9.3  
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Figure 35 Repeated Hall-effect measurements on the as-grown delta-doped (100614) 

sample showing a) Carrier concentration b) Mobility and c) Resistivity. 
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Figure 36 Repeated Hall-effect measurements on the as-grown uniform-doped (121214) 

sample showing a) Carrier concentration b) Mobility and c) Resistivity. 
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4.6.2 Hall results of N2 and (N2 + O2) annealed n-type ZnO films 

All the n-type ZnO films listed in Table 8 were annealed in N2 at 900 OC for 3 

minutes. Table 10 displays the electrical properties of 032215 and 121214 samples 

obtained from their repeated Hall measurements.  

Table 10 Electrical properties of specific N2 annealed n-type films 

 

The electrical properties of these samples indicate that the uniform doped sample 

(121814) is slightly more n-type conductive than the delta doped sample (032215). The 

Hall test on the remaining (N2) annealed samples (100614, 121814, 011415 and 021315) 

did not show any conductivity. 

All the n-type ZnO films were also annealed in O2 at 700 OC for 2 min followed 

by annealing in N2 at 900 OC for 3 minutes. Table 11 represents the electrical properties 

of these films. Apart from 032215, rest of the delta doped samples (100614, 011415 and 

021315) exhibited carrier concentrations in the order of 1018 cm-3. The film 032215 

showed a carrier concentration in the order of 1019 cm-3. It was noticed that all the delta 

doped films were less n-type conductive than uniform doped ones (121214 and 121814), 

Sample Delta doped film 

(032215) 

Uniform doped film 

(121814) 

 Electron concentration   
(cm-3) 

 
1.2 E19  3 E19  

Mobility  (cm2/v-s) 3.4  3.75  

 Resistivity ( Ω-cm) 1.6 E-2  5.7 E-2  
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which exhibited highest carrier concentrations of 5 E19 cm-3 and 1.1 E20 cm-3. The 

electrical properties of these samples were found to be stable in both the environments 

(light and dark)  

Table 11 Electrical properties of N2 + O2 annealed films. 

 

4.6.3 XRD scan  

The Figures 37 and 38 show the x-ray scan results of annealed (N2+ O2), as-

grown delta and uniform doped n-type ZnO films (032215 and 121214). The peaks 

amplitudes of the as-grown films increased after annealing which means that the crystal 

quality of these films is improved. The sharp peaks in all the cases were close to 34.4° 

(angular position of pure ZnO powder). This implies that all the films have preferential 

orientation along the c-axis (001).  

 

Sample 100614 
(Delta-
Doped) 

121214 
(Uniform-

doped) 

121814 
(Uniform-

doped) 

011415 
(Delta-
Doped) 

021315 
(Delta-
Doped) 

032215 
(Delta-
Doped) 

 Carrier 
concentration 

(cm-3) 
 

3.7 E18 1.1 E20  5 E19  1.7 E18  1.2 E18  1.6 E19  

Mobility 
(cm2/v-s) 

16  15  7 26 3  1.3  

Resistivity 
Ω-cm 

1 E-1  4.5 E-3  2.08 E-2  1.3 E-1  1.8  2.8 E-1 
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Figure 37 XRD scan of annealed (N2+ O2) and un-annealed delta doped sample (032215). 

.  

 

Figure 38 XRD scan of annealed (N2+ O2) and un-annealed uniform doped sample 
(121214). 
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4.6.4 PL scan 

 

Figure 39 PL data of delta and uniform doped samples annealed in (N2 + O2).  

 

Figure 40 PL data of Second set delta and uniform doped samples annealed in (N2 + O2). 
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The Figures 39 and 40 display the PL scan results of annealed (N2 + O2) delta 

(011415 and 032215) and uniform doped samples (121814 and 121214). The PL intensity 

of the peaks of delta doped films are very sharp then the uniform doped films. This 

means that the uniform doped films contain more defects over the delta doped films.   
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion  

5.1 Conclusion  

p-type and n-type ZnO films were fabricated on sapphire substrates using uniform 

and delta doping techniques through RF magnetron sputtering at substrate temperatures 

of 300 OC and 700 OC. The gases used to sputter the ZnO and dopant targets were Ar/O2 

(1:1) mixture or Ar. Monodoping ZnO with P and As produced n-type conductivities. 

The codoped (Li + P) p-type films were annealed in O2 at 900 OC for 3 minutes, n-type 

films were annealed in N2 and O2 at 700-900 OC for 3-5 minutes to improve the films 

electrical properties. XRD data showed the decrease of residual stress on the p-type films 

after annealing. Hall measurement test on the annealed (900 OC) delta doped p-type films 

(110613 and 110813) revealed average Hall concentration of 1.33 x 1016 cm-3, while 

uniform doped p-type film (120213) produced an average carrier concentration of 3.76 x 

1013 cm-3 which implied that delta doped films are more p-type conductive than the 

uniform doped film. The PL scan results of the films 110813 and 120213 showed 

emission peaks at 3.35 eV which are attributed to AOX transitions. The EDX results 

showed the presence of acceptor P in these films. 

The as-grown n-type delta doped sample (100614) exhibited good electrical 

properties with an average electron concentration of 2.79 E19 cm-3 and resistivity of 

0.014 Ω-cm as compared to uniform doped sample (121214) which showed an average 

carrier concentration of 1.82 E18 cm-3 and resistivity of 9.3 Ω-cm. The uniform doped n-

type films annealed in N2 and (O2+N2) exhibited average carrier concentrations in the 

order of 1019-1020 cm-3 and are better n-type semiconductors over the annealed delta 
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doped ones, which showed carrier concentration in the order of 1018-1019 cm-3.  The 

enhancement in the electrical conductivity of the samples was more with (N2 + O2) 

annealing than N2 annealing. The XRD scan results on n-type delta (032215) and uniform 

doped (121214) films indicated that these films have preferred orientation along the C-

axis (001) plane and the crystal quality of the films were improved after annealing. The 

PL scan data of specific n-type ZnO films showed the presence of more defects in 

uniform doped samples compared to delta doped ones. 

 

5.2 Future work 

It was reported in literature [23] that codoping ZnO with donor and acceptor 

impurities could increase the acceptor solubility and decrease the acceptor binding 

energy. Nitrogen is most promising one among the Group V elements to dope ZnO p-

type, but the issue with nitrogen doping is its low solubility in ZnO. Al could be used to 

increase the nitrogen solubility. The future work could be trying to dope ZnO with Al and 

N at different experimental conditions to achieve highly stable and conductive p-type 

material. The annealing temperatures used for n-type films could be still optimized to get 

the best n-type conductivity.  
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